Fore!
... all your linemarking requirements choose ROCOL Easyline
Purchase 6 cans of easyline and get one other colour free of charge
Plus...
Here's your chance to win a De Vere Leisure Break at a fabulous De Vere Hotel of your choice.
For details contact Joanna Donkin & Quote Ref: GI Leisure Break ROCOL Safety Products, ROCOL House, Swillington, Leeds LS26 8BS.
Tel: 0113 2868551 Fax: 0113 2872159.

It’s the results that count...
Contact the experts NOW on 0455 233811
HARDI LTD - 4/5 WATLING CLOSE - SKETCHLEY MEADOWS - HINCKLEY - LEICS LE10 3EX - TEL 0455 233811 - FAX 0455 233815
PUT ANDREWS BILLY GOAT ON YOUR WORKFORCE

Let’s face it, sweeping, raking and shovelling are dirty and menial jobs that nobody wants.

Our 1994 range of vacuum sweepers, air brooms, truck-loaders and chippers bring your manual workers into the 21st century, encouraging the vital pride that comes from a good job well done. The relatively small investment is repaid handsomely in a cleaner, better-groomed environment and a happier, more effective workforce.

TERMITE
Here’s a really useful and practical combination machine. Besides being the best small vacuum on the market, the Termite swiftly converts small branches (up to 1¼in. dia.) to chips for mulching. Folds for easy transport, 7cu ft. Trash Bag. Termite enjoys competitive demonstrations!

TRUCKLOADER
The only painless way to load (or unload) large volumes of leaves or other light debris. Model Illustrated attaches to any pick-up tailboard without need for tools. 11½hp B&S engine provides powerful suction through 8in. x 12ft hose. 16hp. version with 10in. x 12ft hose available.

BLOWER
The quietest and most effective 5, 8 and 11½hp. air brooms available. Only Billy Goat blowers have the unique tangential impellers that move vast volumes of air, enabling bulk leaves and litter to be swept, under total and precise control.

V.Q. VACUUM SWEEPER
With or without stand-on sulky. Five forward gears plus reverse. Heavy duty 8½hp engine, 5m x 11½ft Wander-Hose (option), 13in. dia. soft pneumatic Drive Wheels. The V.Q. has been designed to reduce noise and vibration to acceptable levels. The state-of-the-art sweeper for hard or grass surfaces. The one the rest have to beat – No contest!

ASD REF 381

Bob Andrews Ltd
1 Bilton Ind. Estate, Lovelace Rd, Bracknell
Berk's RG12 8YT. Tel: 0344 862111 Fax: 0344 861345
THE NEED TO BE SECURITY CONSCIOUS

Hugh Tilley offers some useful advice on ways of making your maintenance facility and equipment more secure

Theft and vandalism are now a major problem for many golf clubs and while once it was the clubhouse which was the target, it has now extended and on some courses it has become impossible for greenkeepers to leave anything out even while they have lunch.

For many the first routine in the morning is to check round to make sure that flags and markers are in position - or that nothing has been dumped. A number of clubs have taken quite radical action to secure their equipment and make everything as vandal-proof as is reasonably possible. This has meant investing in lock-ups, security equipment, lighting and alarms. Small powertools such as brushcutters and work-shop equipment are particularly 'nickable' because they are relatively easy to sell, however there has been an increase in the number of larger items such as mowers (including triples) and tractors which have gone missing, and it is assumed that these are stolen to order.

Investing in security may help keep insurance costs down, may be a requirement of continuing cover, or may even allow premiums to be reduced, but in any event it must be worthwhile if it doesn't effect entry. Windows were felt to be areas of great vulnerability - hence their protection is nothing like sufficient.

Another club with by comparison a considerably less severe problem is Queens Park, Bournemouth. Its problem lies in the fact that it is a public open space, accessible to the malevolent and wicked - as well as to many walkers of dogs. Queens Park were particularly worried by vandalising of their previous hose based irrigation system. Being on free draining heathland, irrigation is vital to the course. As a result, in specifying an all new system they insisted that all sprinklers are of the pop-up type. The Toro 644 units proved to be un-intrusive to the point that they often need to be switched on to locate them - and they are certainly impossible to pull up without using a spade. Control boxes local to each green and tee are housed in steel boxes under a substantial cover, and while these can be opened and tampered with, when visited last spring there had been no problems, and this was attributed to the fact that electric wires and contacts are very evident. People, including potential vandals, are frightened by electricity. Queens Park protected the pump and controls inside a substantial concrete block building within the greenkeepers' compound which has a 2.5m high fence around it. The reservoir is also in the compound and roofed to prevent sticks, cones or stones being thrown into it.

For Swinton Park this level of protection is nothing like sufficient. When they had their shed burnt down with the loss of all their equipment they commissioned a local builder to build an impenetrable building. The resultant 600m² 'shed' has 220mm solid concrete block walls, a 150mm thick concrete roof and no windows - just two steel doors further protected by a lockable steel barrier to prevent ramming. The concrete roof protects an area which is often left vulnerable on many standard buildings which are otherwise secure, while the substantial steel bar in front of the doors pre-empts ramming which often jams steel doors even if it doesn't effect entry. Windows were felt to be areas of great vulnerability - hence their
omission. Swinton has gone further than this and has a full intruder alarm system linked direct to the police.

With the vulnerability of all equipment the start for all security must be consideration of fencing the greenkeepers sheds. A good lockable compound will deter casual vandals, locks bought with multiple keys allow authorised access. An electric fence – as used to contain livestock – is also a useful deterrent, but will need regular maintenance and very visible public warning.

The buildings themselves need to be secure, those ‘sheds’ normally found on the golf course offer little resistance to the thief. Doors and windows are obvious vulnerable points but reinforcing them may not be worthwhile if walls and roof are only timber or corrugated steel and asbestos. As a result the more effective answer may to build or buy a secure building or container and leave the shed unlocked – then no damage is done trying to get in. Many golf clubs have bought old shipping containers and use these for their vulnerable equipment. The problems with shipping containers are that firstly they are unsightly, secondly they are not spacious enough to put tractors and larger mowers in, and thirdly they are liable to be highly corroded, or even full of holes. Purpose made secure storage is available from a number of companies such as Groundhog, nor is it excessively expensive. This company has recently introduced a half round timber cladding to the range and added a pitched tiled roof which makes the unit visually acceptable, although this adds significantly to the cost because each timber is screwed to the steel shell. Smaller containers may also be useful around the course for temporary tool storage, while lockable boxes to fit pick-up truck, tractor linkage or turf maintenance vehicle may ensure the safety of small hand tools, chemicals and other items which may ‘walk’ when a greenkeeper’s back is turned.

Tractor trailers are not usually at risk; however smaller trailers such as those designed for ATVs and road use are, so too are major items such as mini excavators and similar plant. These can be protected by diverse means, the simplest with trailers being either a wheel clamp or locking the hitch. A better method however is to concrete in a hitching post and lock to this. Tractors are at risk to joy riders even if they haven’t the glamour of an XR2. Tractors deserve a little more immobilising than just locking and removing the key – many car immobilisers work. In bad areas if the tractor is not actually removed it will lose ‘bits’ or have dirt put in the fuel – perhaps in spite because it can’t be driven. Batteries are saleable.

Lighting can provide one of the most useful deterrents providing there are likely to be people around to spot a potential intruder or vandal, – there is no point in illuminating buildings just for their benefit! PIR – or passive infra-red, or better, dual technology systems, which automatically switch lights on is particularly effective because it alerts people, however it can be prone to false alarms and failures if bought cheap and not carefully sited and set-up. Is it realistic to expect a £20 domestic PIR light from a DIY shop to protect £100,000 of equipment? It may be more effective to erect the lights on a tall standard so that it can be seen at greater distances, such lights are also useful to light the area for working in winter.

Of course such lighting is useless for security when the buildings are hidden or remote, as are audible alarms, however PIR and other more sophisticated forms of intruder detection are available to link by radio to a remote alarm in the clubhouse or even to page someone. Proprietary systems can be linked to a private security company, to the head greenkeeper or to the police, however because of the inevitable delay from alarm to response most are of limited use to a golf club. Video surveillance and recording seems to be proving remarkably effective in many places.

The crime prevention officer of the local police is one useful and free source of advice. Also there are a growing number of specialist security equipment suppliers happy to give advice, but don’t expect it to be unbiased, after all they are after a sale. Some insurance companies also have advice to give, although this may be negative, perhaps suggesting that items at risk won’t be covered if not secured or protected, or only at a higher premium or excess.

The police recommend making equipment identifiable. One ideas may be to paint mowers and greens equipment in day-glo colours – they would help the player to see them while making them less valuable to acquire illegally and sell on. Stamping the postcode on the chassis is another simple identification ploy.

## Groundhog

Secure Equipment

CENTURY WORKS • PENIEL GREEN ROAD
PENIEL GREEN • LLANSAMLET • SWANSEA SA7 9BZ
TEL: 0792 310101 • FAX 0792 310102
You're onto a winner with Greenkeeper International!

Find three tiny £50 notes - win a real one, for free!

Here we go with another chance to win £50 with Greenkeeper International!

All you have to do is take a look at the £50 note symbol above. Now look through the ads in the Buyers' Guide section and spot three of them - they've been reduced in size, but they're there, somewhere!

Write down the names of the three ads where the £50 notes are located and send your entries on a postcard to: Note the Notes Competition, BIGGA, Aldwark Manor, Aldwark, Aline, York, North Yorkshire YO6 2NF, to be received by first post Friday, October 28, 1994. The first correct entry drawn after that date will win £50. It could be you! Enter today - and note the notes!

Judges' decision is final. Not open to Greenkeeper staff.

The lucky winner from a bulging postbag last month was Mr R Hughes, course manager at Forrester Park Golf Club, Essex. Mr Hughes scoops the £50 cash prize. Will it be your turn for success next month? Get searching - note the notes and be a winner!
Course Accessories

WHY DOES TACIT'S FLAGPOLE LAST TWICE AS LONG?

EAGLES, BIRDIES, FALDOS

Tacit's upright flagpoles could have the same effect with your members.

TACIT - Suppliers of quality Golf Course Accessories

Specialists in complete construction, or green, tee, bunker and drainage refurbishments

C.J. Collins Construction
Golf Course Contractors

Woodlands, Ellis Road
Beacon, Colchester
Essex CO4 5RN
Tel: (0206) 272834
Fax: (0206) 272104
Mobile: 0660 42979

Drainage

SLEATH & SON
SPORTSTURF DRAINAGE

Full range of modern equipment providing UK and European service
Contact Geoff Sleath
Tel: (0709) 862109 Fax: (0709) 862075

Consultancy

AGRIPOWER LTD

Construction
Drainage
Stone Picking
Verti-Draining

Tel: (01494) 866776

Fertilisers

The top organic fertiliser for tees, fairways and ground under repair

For more information contact J Russell (Ayr)
Tel/Fax: 01292 267601

Environmental Products

For natural and environmental solutions to get you growing, contact

SierraBlen Turfmix

A single application assures feeding for the whole growing season.

For more information contact Grace-Sierra UK Ltd
Tel: 0602 455100 Fax: 0602 455311
Golf Course Supplies

**STRIKE TOP TURF**

Merchants to the sports and leisure trade

The complete range under one banner - if you require it, we will have it.

Fertilisers - all grades and types, lawn and dressings, pesticides, top dressing, rotations, underseeder, Horticultural and agricultural tools, golf course equipment, park clothing and much, much more!

Call 0161 456 7189 or mobile 0831 639798 for up to date list and quote. 40 Offerton Road, Hazel Grove, Stockport, Cheshire SK7 5NL

---

**Golf Course Supplies**

**Grass Cutting Equipment**

**EX DEMONSTRATION FROM STOCK**

**GOLF COURSE MACHINERY AVAILABLE**

**SISIS**

**CUSHMAN**

Please see full catalogue online.

---

**Martin Brothers**

**TOP QUALITY, TOP SERVICE**

Distributors of Cheshire Quality Top Dressings, Root Zones and Tee Mixture

MoneyStone Bunker Sand

Britain's best, head and shoulders above the rest

Par-Link Red Pathway Gravel

Ideal link from Green to Tee, any course anywhere

Tell the industry of your products and services, through an advertisement in greenkeeping's top magazine GREENKEEPER INTERNATIONAL.

---

**Grass Cutting Equipment**

**Turf Management**

for

**PRE-GERMINATED GRASS SEED**

**"LIQUID SOD" SPRAY ON GRASS**

**TOP DRESSINGS**

**GRASS SEED**

**FERTILISERS**

**HERBICIDES**

**Horticultural Products**

**All Turfcare Materials**

Dromenagh Farm, Sevenhills Road, Iver Heath, Bucks SL0 0PA

Tel: 0895 834411

Fax: 0895 834892

---

**Problem Areas? Scan-Seeding is the answer**

Our unique, mulch-free hydroseeding system will solve your seeding problems on difficult areas such as banks, slopes or where soil erosion may occur.

The unique Scan-Binder soil stabiliser ensures that the seed stays in position until germination and establishment.

Call us now for more details and a quotation on 0372 749909

---

**Gerson**

**Grass Seed**

**Quality Amenity Grass Seeds & Wild Flowers**

119 Holloway Head, Birmingham B1 1QF

Tel: 021 631 2303

Fax: 021 633 0281

---

**Irrigation**

**HorTech Systems Ltd**

**Turf Irrigation Specialists**

We offer full design, installation and after-sales service

HorTech Systems Ltd, Halligate, Holbeck, Spalding, Lincs PE12 7LG

Tel: 0406 426513

---

**Midland Irrigation**

**An Independent Irrigation Company**

2 Fairdene Way, Great Barr, Birmingham B43 5JS

Tel: 021 356 1246

Fax: 021 357 6789

Design • Supply • Installation • Service

Full member of BTILA

---

**Rain Rotor**

The impact sprinkler for tees, greens and fairways made in Britain by CRESSWELL ENGINEERING LTD

340/542 Cherrywood Road, Birmingham B9 4EU

Tel: 021 772 2512

Fax: 021 773 9548

---

**Waterman**

Manufacturers, designers and installers of GOLF COURSE IRRIGATION FOR 24 YEARS

Tongham Road, Aldershot, Hants GU12 4AA

Tel: 0252 336838

Fax: 0252 336808

---

**A National Irrigation Service**

Free consultation and design service

Suppliers of quality products for all types of irrigation

Local installation and maintenance throughout the UK

Specialists in the refurbishment of existing irrigation systems

For further information telephone 0460 241930

---

**Rain Rotor**

The impact sprinkler for tees, greens and fairways made in Britain by CRESSWELL ENGINEERING LTD

340/542 Cherrywood Road, Birmingham B9 4EU

Tel: 021 772 2512

Fax: 021 773 9548

---

**Hunter Aquaplast**

The irrigation innovators Gear driven sprinklers including the new golf range available from S.G.I. Sales 5 Stuart Road, Market Harborough, Leics LE16 9PG

Tel: 0858 463153

Fax: 0858 410085

NOW YOU HAVE A CHOICE!

**Lake Construction**

**GT Group**

**Least Cost Waterproofing of Lakes and Reservoirs**

- Using lining membranes and associated geosynthetic materials.
- Comprehensive service available to owners/architects/consultants and contractors.
- GT GROUP, Mag's Corner, Walton Road, Nayland, COLCHESTER CO6 4LF

Tel for technical and sales enquiries: (0206) 263276

Fax: (0206) 262998

---

**Machinery Repairs**

**AMMI**

Horticultural Engineers

Service and repairs of all makes of professional grass cutting equipment for the sports and leisure industry

Contact Andrew or Rosemary

Tel/Fax: 0892 294415

Unit 7, Benton Park, Tune Valley Industrial Estate, Wilnecote, Tamworth, Staffs B77 5MQ
TILLERS
Growers of high quality turf supplied nationwide in standard and big rolls. All turf grown on sandy, stone-free soil.
For more information, contact Tim Fell at:
Tillers Turf Company Ltd
Castlethorpe, Brigg, South Humberside DN20 9LG
Tel: 0652 659555 Fax: 0652 659604

ROFFORD
TOP-DRESS SUPPLIES
Britain's No. 1 for QUALITY • SERVICE • SHEER VALUE FOR MONEY
Fairways House, South Stage, Brigg, Salford Quays, Manchester M5 2UQ
Tel: 061 877 8550 Fax: 061 877 8554

BAILEYS OF NORFOLK
Professional Turf Dressings for the Profession
GOLF TURF DRESSINGS
Approved formulations for use in Construction and on the finest greens, tees and fairways.
SAND
All requirements catered for including lime free. Kiln dried sands available
SCREENED TOP SOIL
Including the finest 'Black Fenland' Soil. Screened loams to customers' individual specifications.
We also produce and supply root zone mix and always have vast stocks of cockle shells for immediate delivery
DELIVERIES NATIONWIDE
BAILEYS OF NORFOLK
Brick Kiln Road, Hvingham, Norwich, Norfolk NR10 5NL
Tel: 0603 654987 Mobile: 0860 661603

TURF GROWN TO YOUR SPECIFICATION
or from our stock ALL GROWN IN STERILE COMPOST
Supplied nationwide GREENKEEPER LTD., Shelford Manor, Shelford, Nottingham NG12 1ER
Tel/Fax: 0949 21144

Tip Top Turf.
Seed grown turf available in one sq yd or large 28 sq yd rolls with laying machines or service available.
Tel: 0908 270701 • Fax: 0908 374688

Turf Dressings
FEN TURF DRESSINGS LTD
for Fendress Top Dressing • Fendress Superfine • Economy Dressing • Rootzone Mixes • Screened Fertilizer • Screened Peat • Screened Loam • Kiln Dried Sand • Bunker Sands
Tel: (0685) 464346/439003 Fax: (0685) 464374

Turf Maintenance
PROFESSIONAL TURF MAINTENANCE AND RENOVATION EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE FOR HIRE
J. WOOD & SON
(BISGDALE PLoughs) LTD
(Tel: (0727) 253313 Fax: (0727) 257605)

FLOTATION TURF TYRES
• Wide Flat Treaded
• New & Used Custom Wheels
• Bargain Prices
ROTTYRE LTD
Greystone, Driffield, East Yorkshire YO25 6JY
Tel: 0924 622023 Fax: 0924 622023

Tyres
ROSS OLIVER
SPORTS GROUND CONSTRUCTION
V/A TURF DRAINING for Greens and Sportsgrounds
STONE PICKING • RYAN HOLLOW TYNE
SAND SPREADERS • DIRECTIONAL DRILLS
Greenhorns, Trellechton, Cornwall TR8 4LP
Tel: (0841) 59222 Fax: (0853) 632660

VERTIDRAINING Hire
VERTIDRAIN and HOLLOW CORING MACHINES AVAILABLE FOR HIRE
Contact: Peter Holmes, 10 Carson Road, Gainsborough, Lincoln DN20 1RE
Tel: 0427 613035 Mobile: 0861 393934

VERTIDRAIN
HOLLOW CORING MACHINES
SPECIALISTS IN THE FIELD OF
HOLLOW CORING AND VERTI-DRAINING
For verti-draining, hollow coring, conventional and hydro-seeding throughout the South East
Complete range of turfcare machinery available for hire
Competitive rates Reliable equipment Experienced operators
Call Karen or Anne 081 337 7791

VERTIDRAINING Hire
(Solihull) Verti-drain, Moore Sportsfield Over-Seeding, Verti-Over Seeder for Greens & Tees, Toro Aerator, Cress Trenchers & Sportsfield Sitters etc.
Contact: Doug or Ron Johnson
Tel: (0564) 772597 Fax available

SEWARD TURF MAINTENANCE
CONTACT THE PROFESSIONALS
Ten years experience using only the best 2 greens verti-drains (18 greens in 2 days)
Half-inch tines at 2x2 spacing
Fairway verti-drain
Coremark complete with collector
Fairway overseeder
Contact Michael Seward York (0904) 765949 night or day

WORTH DRAINING
VERTIDRAINING and HOLLOW CORING HIRE with the RYAN G.A. 30
Contact Peter Bloodworth WORTH DRAINING Coninxocks Farm, Insham, Grantham, Lincolnshire Tel/Fax: (0467) 550556

E&S SPORTSGROUND CONTRACTORS
We're No. 1 for Verti-draining, Hollow Tining and Core Collection
For competitive rates and a professional service, contact
RICHARD VEITCH 0734 795454
The Fairways, King Street Lane, Winnersh, Wokingham, Berkshire RG11 5AX Fax: 0734 795533

You’re at the end of the Buyers’ Guide section — if you haven’t found the ads with the 3 symbols in yet, TRY AGAIN: IT COULD BE WORTH £50 TO YOU!
Recruitment

Betchworth Park Golf Club

Due to the retirement of the Head Greenkeeper the club seeks to appoint from 1st April 1995 a

Course Manager

for an established H S Colt designed parkland course.

Applicants must possess recognised qualifications as well as an established career development in modern course management preferably gained on parkland courses.

The ability to lead and motivate an established team of greenstaff and organise work programmes, is essential.

A practical knowledge of modern greenkeeping machinery, current Health and Safety Regulations and budgetary control skills are required.

Remuneration is negotiable and will include accommodation.

Apply in confidence with full CV to:

The Secretary, Betchworth Park Golf Club, Reigate Road, Dorking, Surrey RH4 1NZ

Harpenden Golf Club

are committed to an ambitious five year plan to develop further this already prestigious course.

Required: an

Experienced Senior Greenkeeper

To work directly with the Course Manager on the full range of both maintenance and development. This is a permanent, full-time post for an ambitious, forward-thinking professional.

Applicants must be suitably qualified and have a proven record in course and machinery maintenance.

Application forms can be obtained from:

The General Manager, Harpenden Golf Club Ltd., Hammonds End, Redbourn Lane, Harpenden, Herts AL5 2AX

Rotherham Golf Club Ltd

require a

Head Greenkeeper

For an 18 hole parkland course. All applicants must hold City & Guilds Phase II and III and PA1 and PA2 Spraying Certificate.

The ideal candidate must have the ability to lead and motivate the staff, have a sound knowledge of the use and maintenance of modern machinery, organise and carry out work programmes and maintain the course to its already high standard.

Accommodation is not available. Salary negotiable.

Apply in writing with full CV to:

The Secretary, Rotherham Golf Club, Thrybergh Park, Rotherham, South Yorkshire S65 4NU